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When Writing a
Curriculum Vitae…

It is widely known that a Curriculum Vitae
(CV) is really important for studies or for a
job. The CV is a summary of our
educational background and research or
professional experiences. It helps us
move from an application to an interview.
Here in this article there is some advice
about what to do when writing a CV. First
of all we should make this document
visually appealing. We may also start our
CV with general contact information that
includes our name, address, telephone,
email, and url (if we have a webpage
about ourselves as professionals).
Furthermore, we should include these
sections in our CVcontact information,
education and experience. It is important
that we include these sections depending
on our strengths and interests honours
and awards, teaching and research
interests, publications, presentations,
professional activities, skills such as
knowledge of languages and computer
proficiencies, and references. Moreover,
the CV must be checked carefully for
spelling and typographical errors.

When writing a CV there are some
practices that should be avoided.
Firstly we should not try and do it
all by ourselves the first time, but
we can seek help from others such
as faculty advisors or collegues. In
addition, we should not be so much
worried about length because there
are no rules on length. Things like
age, ethnic identity, religious
preference, marital status can be
excluded. Information that is
humorous can be excluded too
because the CV is not the place for
humor or being cute. Last but don’t
least, we can also avoid to include
excessively detailed information
about research or teaching. Instead
we may provide the titles of
research projects and course names
along with brief summaries of our
work.
Katerina Konstantinou

Perspectives
of tomorrow

Dreams and bigger choices are not a happen
overnight kind of thing.It takes time and effort.
Unless money is absolutely no object,you have to do
a favour for yourself and anyone else involved with
financing your education by letting financed weight
heavily on your decision. It is a problem If you are
willing to go to an affordsble school,even If it isn’t
your favourite,you should consider it heavily.
One of the important question is if you are ok with
the concept of sitting n a large lecture hall or have
smaller classes that involve a lot o discussion with
the professor and your classmates. Some students
end up not being able to really connect with subject
matter in lectures,while others prefer the anonymity.
If there’s a difference in course delivery among your
college choices,think about what is right for you.
You also have to think about the environment that
suits you best. Maybe you want to stay close to
home because the idea of living miles away from
anything freak you out.Thinking carefully about this
can prevent you from making a decision you might
come to regret.
Choose to live by choice,not by chance.Choose to
be motivated,not manipulated.To be useful,not used.
To make changes,not excuses. To excel,not
compete.
Iulia

Did you ever
hear about
Eures?

What is it? Eures stands for Eur  european E
 employement S  Services.
Eures is a network made by EU to facilitate
workers to freely move around any european
country when they are seeking a job
opportunity outside their national borders.
It also provides informations given by third
partirs and employers, so that jobseekers can
find the job that suits them the most.
How  Jobseekers may connect to Eures
portal at anytime, searching and acquiring
informations and details about potential jobs.
For who?  Eures is for both unemployed,
young adults who just finished their studies
and want to experience a brief period of
intership inside a company in a different
country or employers looking to fill free spots
in their compant, offering a job opportunity.
Why  Eures' aims are to improve
communication between employers, creating
a network between them and foreign
unemployed who wish to gain experience in
another country, so as to reduce
unemployement in europe.
Gianluca

Catch your train to a better
future !
If you are young person and you want be the best
version of you, dont’t wait! Get on a train!
Find your Opportunities :
1. Students
Studying abroad is a central part of Erasmus+ and
has been shown to have a positive effect on later job
prospects. It is also a chance to improve language
skills, gain selfconfidence and independence and
immerse yourself in a new culture.
2. Youth workers
Erasmus+ supports the professional development of
youth workers through training or networking periods
abroad. Periods abroad can consist of training
courses, study visits, job shadowing or observation
periods at relevant organisations and more.
3. Young people

With Erasmus+, you can volunteer across Europe
and beyond or participate in a youth exchange
abroad.
European Voluntary Service
The European Voluntary Service is open to
young people aged 1730 and lets you travel
abroad for a period between 2 weeks and 12
months to participate in a project on a voluntary
basis. A wide variety of projects are available in
many areas such as social care, the environment
and culture.
Youth exchanges
Youth exchanges allow groups of young people
from different countries to meet and live together
for up to 21 days. On a youth exchange, you can
expect to participate in activities such as
workshops, exercises, debates, roleplays,
outdoor activities, etc.

Employability skills
matching game

Instructions: match the skills with the competences
Link: https://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/sk/cards5.html

